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A finite group G is not determined up to isomorphism by its characters alone, 
since the quaternion and dihedral groups of order 8 have the same character 
tables. One solution to the problem of finding additional data of the same sort 
which together with the character table determines the group is given by 
Tannaka’s theorem [13]. In a symmetric formulation, the new invariants are 
the subspaces of G-invariant vectors in tensor products of triples of irreducible 
unitary representation spaces, determined up to unitary equivalence. Alter- 
natively, they are the corresponding orthogonal projection operators on these 
tensor spaces. 
An invariant-theoretic analysis of the Tannaka data shows that G is in fact 
determined by numerical invariants, parametrized by m-tuples of words in n 
variables (elements of the free monoid on the variables), and either (i) m-tuples 
of conjugacy classes of G, or (ii) m-tuples of characters of G. An m-tuple of 
words WI ,..., W, in n variables x1 , . . . , x, is small if each W,, is of total degree at 
most 3, and each variable x, occurs at most three times altogether. 
THEOREM 1. The jinite group G is determined by a list of its conjugacy classes 
together with th number N(W, C) of simultaneous solutions of 
for all m-tuples of classes C, ,..., C, and all small m-tuples of words W, ,,.., W, 
in n variables. 
The functions N(W, C) have been studied recently by Solomon [12], Isaacs [8], 
and de Vries and van Zanten [14]. In the last paper, they are related to Wigner’s 
3j symbols. 
THEOREM 2. TheJinite group G is determined by a list of its characters together 
with the values of the integrals 
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for all m-tuples of characters x1 ,..., xrn and all small m-tuples of words WI ,..., W, 
in n variables. 
Some of the quantities in Racah-Wigner algebra [I, 4, 181 are of the form 
M(W, x), e.g., the square of the norm of a 6j or 9j symbol, or the trace of a 
symmetric 9j symbol. 
In Section 1, the character table is related to the data N(W, C), M(W, x), and 
Theorem 1 is derived from Theorem 2. The symmetric form of Tannaka’s 
theorem is proved (for finite groups) in Section 2. The necessary fact of invariant 
theory is worked out in Section 3. It is a consequence of Weyl’s [16, 171 classifica- 
tion of the unitary invariants of complex tensors, and it generalizes a recent 
result of Procesi [lo]. In Section 4, this fact is used to derive Theorem 2 from 
Tannaka’s theorem. Class-preserving automorphisms are considered in Section 5. 
1. THE CHARACTER TABLE 
The data of Theorem 1 determine the principal conjugacy class of G as the 
class in which the trivial word takes its value. The class sizes h, and the number 
of solutions hABc of par = 1 with p, a, r in the classes A, B, Care also determined. 
Similarly, the data of Theorem 2 determine the principal character of G as the 
character with nonzero mean. The character degreesf, and the multiplicitiesfX,p 
of the principal character in the product ~$5 of the three characters X, 4, [ are 
also determined. 
The character table of a finite group G is the function x, CM x(C), where x 
and C range over the characters and classes of G, giving the value of the character 
x on elements of the class C. The data of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 
determines the character table of G. 
LEMMA 1. The character table of a finite group G determines the principal 
class, the principal character, the h, , the f, , the group order g, and the h,,, and 
f x*c * Conversely, the table is determined by either the principal class and the h,,, 
or the principal character and the fxdc . 
Proof. The principal character 1 is characterized by the conditions l(C) = 1 
for all C, and the principal class 1 by the conditions x(l) > 0 for all x. This also 
gives the f, = x(l), f rom which g and the h, can be determined, using 
c x(C) XV’) = &.c, $ . 
x C 
The functional equation for the characters, 
x(4 x(B) 
fx 
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together with (1,) gives 
from which the hABC are determined. Similarly, 
and 
give 
1 hcX(C) x’(C) = L/.!T 
C 
x(C) 4(C) = CfAEW) 
c 





Conversely, the hABc determine 
hAhB = c hm and g=&. 
C c 
Since the characters (rows of the character table) are the solutions of (2,) nor- 
malized by ( lc) with x = x’ and f, = x(1) > 0, it follows that the principal 
class and the hABC determine the character table. Similarly, the columns of the 
table are the solutions of (2,) normalized by l(C) = 1, and are therefore 
determined by the principal character and thefX,c . 
Redzrction of Theorem 1 to Theorem 2. The formulas 
ww, x> = $ ; Xl(G) *** xm(Cm) NW, c> 
give the data of Theorem 2 in terms of the data of Theorem 1. 
2. TENSOR INVARIANTS FOR GROUPS 
For each character x of G, let V, be a complex Hilbert space of dimensionf, , 
and let R, be a unitary representation of G on V, with character X. Let V be the 
orthogonal direct sum of the V, , and identify each R,(b) with the element of 
the endomorphism ring 8(V) which agrees with R,(a) on V, and annihilates each 
V,, with x’ # x. Then 
and tr R,(a) = x(u). 
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For each character x, put 
Then P, is the orthogonal projection of V onto V, . The centralizer in 8(V) of 
the P, is the direct sum of the &( V,), and is identified with the group algebra VG 
in the manner determined by 
ut) R(u) = c R,(o). 
x 
For each triple x, #, 5 of characters, put 
Then QXZxclE is the orthogonal projection of o3 V onto the subspace V,,, of 
invariants in V, @ V, @ V, , a subspace of dimension fxtiE . 
THEOREM 3. The only unitary elements S = C, S, of VG for which S, = 1 
and 
(Sx 0 Sx 0 S,> Q~~LE = Qx*t (4) 
for each triple x, #, 5 are the elements S = R(u) of G itself. 
For the convenience of the reader, we give a short proof of this variant of 
Tannaka’s theorem, following the method of Hasse [7]. 
Proof. The group algebra VG is made into a Hilbert space by the inner 
product 
(T’, T) = ixfx tr(T2’?), 
x 
where T* is the adjoint of T. With this inner product, the basis R(u) (u E G) is 
orthonormal 
(W), R(u)) = $2 fxX(du+) = 6,,,, . 
x 
Each element S E VG has a Fourier expansion 
S = C 44 W, 
0 
c(u) = $ C f, tr(S,R,(u-I)). 
x 
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If such an element satisfies (4), then 
e.g., by computing the degree of the character of G x G x G induced by the 
principal character of the diagonal subgroup. If s is unitary, then S,Sz = I 
is the identity operator on V, , so by Parseval’s identity 
1 c(u)” = g’ 1 f, tr(S,S,*) 
(T x 
= $f? = 1. 
x 
It follows from (5) and (6) that c(u) = 0 for all but one element u: S 
Also if S, = 1, then R,(U) = 1 gives C(U) = 1. 
3. NUMERICAL INVARIANTS FOR TENSORS 
(6) 
: c(u)R(u). 
Let V be a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space. As above, denote by 
a(v) the space of (q-linear) endomorphisms of V. 
For each subset J of {l,..., 
to 0% b(V) determined by 
k), denote by CJ the g-linear map from @&Y’(V) 
where Ai = Aj* or A, according as j E J or not. 
For each permutation v of {l,..., k}, denote by v’rr the V-linear form on 0% &(V) 
determined by 
F~(A, @g ... @g A,) = tr(A,A,, ...) ... tr(A,A,, . ..). (7) 
where (CI, ~a,...) ... (p, +,...) is a disjoint cycle decomposition of W, including 
any cycles of length 1. 
The unitary group e’(V) acts B-linearly on @& a(V)), and %-linearly on 
@“, b(V), in the manner determined by 
(A, @ .‘. @ Ah)= = TA,T-l @ ... @ TA,T-l 
for unitary T. These actions commute with the lclJ and leave the P)~ invariant 
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The elementary inoariant of a tensor A E 0: 9(V) is the system of k ! 2’” 
values v,+,bJA. It is unchanged if A is replaced by AT, T E %(V). 
THEOREM 4. Let k(h) be positive integers, with h ranging over afinite index set A. 
Let 
In order that there exists a unitary operator T on V for which A(h)T = B(X) for 
all /\, it is necessary and su#icient that for each n-tuple of indices Al ,..., h, , the 
tensors 
4%) Ow ... @a A(L) and B(4) Ow ... OLJZ W,) (8) 
have the same elementary invariant. 
COROLLARY (Procesi [lo]). The %( V)-orbit of a$nite system of endomorphisms 
A(h) of V is determined by the traces of words in the A(h) and the A(h)*. 
In the special case in which the A(h) are orthogonal projections, this was 
proved in another way in [5]; the argument given there may be adapted to give 
another proof of the corollary. 
Following Procesi, we derive the assertion of Theorem 4 from Weyl’s descrip- 
tion of the %!( V)-invariants in @“, b(V). 
LEMMA 2 (Weyl-Procesi). The e(V)- invariants in the space W, of g-linear 
forms on @$8(V) are spanned over ‘37 by the qua . 
Proof. As Weyl [16] shows, the centralizer in&(& V) = &b(V) of the 
endomorphisms F, , determined by 
is spanned over % by the special endomorphisms 
TBk = T au ... & T 
with T E e(V). The span of the F,, is a semisimple subalgebra of c?(@& V), 
since rr H F,-l is a representation of the symmetric group. The double centralizer 
theorem thus implies that the centralizer in @$ b(V) of the T@‘” is spanned by 
the F,, . 
The space S(& V) is identified with its dual by the %Y-isomorphism 
B I-+ {A H tr(AB)j, 
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and this map commutes with the e(V)-actions. It follows that the space of 
a( V)-invariant linear forms on &‘(@$ V) is spanned by the forms P)= defined by 
It suffices to show that this agrees with (7) for decomposable tensors A = 
A, @ ... @ A, . Let 9 be a basis for V and let Aj(b, b’) be the corresponding 
matrix for A, . Then the matrix for AF,, corresponding to the basis g x . .. x ~8 
of 0% V is 
whose trace is 
c A(b, , b,,) *.* A(b, , b,,) = tr(A,A,, es.) ..* tr(ABA,e e-q). 
bl.....bk 
LEMMA 3. The space of e(V)- invariant real W&war forms on @& a(V) 
is spanned over W by the Re v,n~J and Im vlr#J . 
Proof. The @( V)-invariant real g-linear forms on 0; b(V) are the real 
parts of the @( V)-invariant complex W-linear forms on @& b(V). It thus suffices 
to show that the a( V)-invariant elements of the %-space W of complex g-linear 
forms on 0% 8(V) are spanned over V by the ~J,,I+!J~ . 
For each subset J of {I,..., k}, denote by W, the V-space of complex functions 
on the Cartesian product of k copies of 6(V) which are conjugate linear in the 
variables indexed by i E J and V-linear in the remaining variables. Then W is 
the direct sum of the W, , and each W, is stable under the %( V)-action. For each 
J, composition with I,!J~ gives a %-isomorphism of W, with W, , which commutes 
with the %(V) action. It follows by Lemma 2 that the invariants of W, are 
spanned by the 9&J , and therefore that the invariants of Ware spanned by all 
of the P)&~ . 
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that 
A = 2 A(X) and B = c B(h) 
A A 
belong to different orbits in the action of e(V) on the direct sum 
k(X) 
8 = 2 @ b(V). 
A 9 
Since these orbits G7 and 9J are disjoint compact subsets of 8, there is a real 
continuous function on d which is 1 on a and -I on a. By the Weierstrass 
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approximation theorem, there is a real polynomial function g on the real space & 
which is positive on GZ? and negative on g. Put 
f(X) = j-&(XT) dT (X E E). 
Then f is a @(Y)- invariant polynomial function on 6 with different values at A 
and B. Let fn be the nth degree homogeneous part of J Then each fn is @(V)- 
invariant, and somef,, differ at A and B. It follows by complete polarization that 
there is a %( V)-invariant real 9Mnear form on 0% d which differs at A@” 
and B@“. From the 4%(v) -stable direct sum decomposition 
$8 = CA pb(V), h = k(h,) + **. -tk(h,), 
AI’.... n 
it follows by Lemma 3 that the elementary invariants of (8) differ for some 
h An. 1 >--*, 
4. NUMERICAL INVARIANTS FOR GROUPS 
The data of Theorem 2 determine all M(W, x) in which the m-tuples of 
words are not necessarily small and the words may involve negative exponents. 
In fact, a word of length more than 3 may be replaced by two shorter words by 
using the convolution equation, in the form 
x(44 = fx s, X(Y) xb-‘8 dP- 
A variable u which occurs more than three times may be replaced by two variables 
which occur less frequently by writing it as CT’ in its first two appearances and 
using 
Finally, negative exponents may be eliminated by using 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G, G’ be two finite groups for which there is a 
bijection x t) x’ SO that 
M(W, x) = M(W, x’) (9) 
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for all m-tuples of words in m variables (elements of the free group on the vari- 
ables) and all m-tuples of characters xr ,..., ,vm of G and corresponding m-tuples 
of characters xi ,..., XL of G’. We will show that G and G’ are isomorphic. 
Since f, =f,~ , we may take V, = V,, , and by the method of Section 2 
embed both G and G’ in g(V) so that %‘G = VG’. It suffices to show that G 
and G’ are conjugate subgroups of a(V). 
To save indices, put R,(o) = IQ, u). Let 
8(x+8 = j-c R(x> 4 Ota 44 0) @se R(t, u) du, 
and similarly for G’. A product of n such tensors may be written 
Q(x1xzxJ Ow a.- @a Q(xk-zxk-IXL) = 1,. R(x1,uJ 0s~ I*+ 0s~ R(xrc > 4, (10) 
with k = 3n and the integral is taken over the partial diagonal 
01 = 02 = a, ,...) eke-2 = ok-1 = ok. 
Applying I/J~ to this gives 
where ~7~ = 0;’ or uj according as j E J or not. Applying Q),, to this gives 
where (01, ~a,...) ... (8, r/3,...) is disjoint cycle decomposition of r. The last 
integral vanishes unless 
Xf = xlrDl zzz *.a, “‘,X0 zz xns = .‘., 
in which case it is 
s Xu&%r. 
. ..) ... xs(~B6Ts . ..). 
Gfi 
which is of the form M(W, x), with 
and w = ign, . . . , . . . . igw8 . . . . 
It follows from the hypothesis (9) that the tensors (10) and 
Q(x;x;x;) @a ... @A Q(xLxLx;) w 
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have the same elementary invariants, for all choices of x1 ,..., xlc . By Theorem 4, 
there is a unitary operator T on V such that 
for all x, *, 6. 
Q(xM= = Q(x'f4'h (11) 
The W-linear map 9 from 0; d(V) to @“, C?(V) determined by 
commutes with the S(V) action, Since #Q(x#) = Qx,IIC , it follows from (11) 
that 
for all x, $, 5. 
The contractions trj from & 8(V) to 0%;’ a(V), determined by 
commute with the 9Y( V) actions. Since P, = f,tr, trs Qxfl , it follows that 
P,’ = P,, = P, 
for all X. Therefore T E SfG = WY. 
Acting by T on 
and using (12) gives 
for all x’, #‘, f. Also, RI(u)= = 1. It follows by Theorem 3 that 
R,(u)= = Rx,(u’), 
for all x, for some u’ E G’ uniquely determined by u. This gives GT = G’. 
5. CLASS-PRESERVING AUTOMORPHISMS 
It was shown by Grtin [6] that each automorphism of a finite group G which 
preserves the conjugacy classes of G is a conjugation by a suitable invertible 
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element of VG. Tannaka’s theorem leads to a more complete description of the 
group C of class-preserving automorphisms of G. 
Keeping the notation of Section 2, denote by 9 the group of unitary elements 
T = C, TX in %?G for which TX @ TJ @ T, commutes with Qrep , for each 
triple x, 4, [. For T E 9 and u E G, the equation 
conjugated by TX @ Tti @ Tc gives 
from which it follows that there is a uniquely determined u’ E G such that 
R,(u)~x = RJu’), for each x. Since x(u) = I for each x, the map 0~~: R(U) F+ 
R(u)’ is a class-preserving automorphism of G. 
Conversely, if ol E C, then x” = x, so R,(ua) = R,(u)~~ for some TX E @(V,). 
Tensoring this equation with the two similar equations obtained by replacing x 
by + or 5, and then averaging over G, we see that T = C, TX belongs to 9. 
It follows that T -+ ar is a homomorphism from 9 onto C. By Schur’s lemma, 
the kernel K is the group of all C, TX , with TX a unimodular scalar for each X. 
The inverse image of the group I of inner automorphisms is GK. It follows that 
C g 3/K, C/Is Y/GK. (13) 
The factor group C/I can be non-Abelian, as Sah [II] has shown, correcting 
an assertion of Burnside [2, p. 4631. In the examples of Burnside [3], Wall [15], 
and Sah [ll], C/1 is solvable, and Sah shows that the solvability of C/I would 
follow from Schreier’s conjecture. A consequence of the above description of C 
is the fact that the noncyclic composition factors of C/1 are limited by f = 
max,,t f x$6 . 
THEOREM 5. If G is multiplicity free (f = I), then C/I is Abelian; ;ff = 2, 
then the only noncyclic composition factor which may occur in C/I is A,; in general, 
for each f, the factors which OCCUY belong to a finite set depending only on f and 
otherwise independent of G. 
Proof. Each element T E 9 produces a unitary operator TX @ Tti @ T, j V,,, 
for each X, 4, 6. This gives a homomorphism from 9 into the direct product of 
the unitary groups %(V,,,). By Theorem 3, the kernel is G. It follows that 
g,‘G % n ‘Vxd (14) 
Iff = 1, then (13) and (14) show that C/1 is Abelian. In general, (13) and (14) 
imply that each composition factor of C/1 occurs as a composition factor of a 
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finite subgroup of thef-dimensional unitary group. By Jordan’s theorem [9], 
each such subgroup has an Abelian normal subgroup of index bounded by a 
function off. This limits the noncyclic composition factors of C/I to a finite set 
depending only onf. As the only noncyclic composition factor of a finite subgroup 
of the two-dimensional unitary group, A, is the only factor which may occur 
forf = 2. 
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